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Fusion product losses due to fishbone instabilities in deuterium JET plasmas
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During development of a high-performance hybrid scenario for future deuteriumtritium experiments on the Joint European Torus, an increased level of fast ion losses in the MeV energy range was observed during the instability of high-frequency n=1 fishbones. The fishbones are excited during deuterium neutral beam injection combined with ion cyclotron heating. The frequency range of the fishbones, 10 -25 kHz, indicates that they are driven by a resonant interaction with the NBI-produced D beam ions in the energy range ≤120 keV. The fast particle losses in a much higher energy range are measured with a fast ion loss detector, and the data show an expulsion of deuterium plasma fusion products, 1 MeV tritons and 3 MeV protons, during the fishbone bursts. An MHD mode analysis with the MISHKA code combined with the nonlinear wave-particle interaction code HAGIS shows that the loss of toroidal symmetry caused by the n=1 fishbones affects strongly the confinement of nonresonant high energy fusion-born tritons and protons by perturbing their orbits and expelling them. This modelling is in a good agreement with the experimental data.
Fusion reactions as well as additional heating of fusion-grade tokamak plasmas generate large numbers of fast ions in the plasma core that can interact with the magneto-hydro-dynamic (MHD) perturbations of the plasma discharge. The MHD instabilities can eject fusion products (FP), in particular alpha-particles, which are the principal source of plasma heating in burning deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasmas. The interactions between MHD perturbations and alpha-particles could be resonant if the alpha-particles are in resonance with high-frequency waves, e.g. Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAE) or non-resonant, when MHD perturbations are driven by thermal plasma or fast particles other than the alpha-particles. Both resonant and non-resonant interactions between alpha-particles and MHD 2 perturbations could lead to the particle redistribution and losses [1] thus affecting the fusion plasma Q=Pout/ Pin and the first wall.
The development of high fusion performance scenarios, both "baseline" sawtoothing H-mode with safety factor at the magnetic axis q0 ≤ 1 and the so-called "hybrid" with q0 ≥ 1, for the forthcoming high-power D-T experiments was a main priority of recent deuterium and hydrogen experimental campaigns on the Joint European Torus (JET) with ITER-like wall (ILW). In the hybrid scenario with a low magnetic shear in the plasma centre [2] , the sawtooth oscillations are almost always avoided but a strong beam ion pressure drives fishbones (FB) with toroidal mode number n=1, an instability with bursting amplitude and sweeping frequency in the range ≈10 -25 kHz.
The fishbones occur in plasmas with high-βpoloidal (ratio of plasma pressure to poloidal magnetic field pressure) and they are destabilized by energetic ions produced from perpendicular and tangential neutral beam injection [3, 4] , which in the case of JET experiments had primary energies 90 keV and 110 keV. As it has been shown [5, 6] , trapped and circulating beam ions can resonate with fishbone perturbation, the core-localised m=1/n=1 mode. In JET and other tokamaks with fusion reactivity dominated by beam-plasma fusion reactions, neutron rate drops up to 10% were observed and linked to the resonant interaction between the beam ions and fishbones [7, 8] .
In addition to the well-understood resonant interaction described in [5] [6] [7] [8] , the presence of fishbones also affects significantly the confinement of non-resonant ions in the MeV energy range.
These ions are p, t and 3 He produced in the deuterium plasma due to the following fusion reactions:
He (0.82MeV). During the fishbone periods, a "burn-up" of tritons and 3 He was reduced. The reduction of the burn-up was measured via 14.1-MeV neutrons produced in the D(t, n) 4 He fusion reaction and 14.7-MeV protons generated in another fusion reaction D( 3 He,p) 4 He. The anomalously low burn-up rate during fishbones has been explained by prompt and non-prompt losses of MeV-particles [9 -11] . However, a part of the non-prompt losses, e.g. slow tritons, could be due to the resonant mechanism of interaction with fishbones (the cross-section has a maximum at Et ≈ 160 keV), as it was observed with the resonant beam particles. An early study of fusion product losses via the 3 He burn-up measurements (the cross-section has a maximum at E3He ≈ 650 keV) was made on tokamak PDX [10] . In spite of the small size of the machine (a low rate of the D( 3 He,p) 4 He reaction), it was possible to identify the non-resonant character of the 3 He losses, and draw a conclusion on the possible applicability of the loss mechanism to ignition experiments.
A non-resonant loss mechanism due to high amplitude fishbones causing a distortion of the toroidal symmetry with the m=1/n=1 perturbation, was predicted for non-resonant alphas in burning plasmas in [12] . Experimentally, such non-resonant losses of fast ions in the MeV energy range caused by the fishbones driven by the beam deuterons with energy 80 -100 keV were observed in JET discharges with ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) heating [13] . The high energy particles ejected from the plasma during the FB oscillations were identified as H-ions accelerated during ICRH.
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A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 3 The losses were enhanced by about a factor of ≈10 -20 with respect to the MHD-quiescent levels, and the magnitude of the losses was found to increase quadratically with the FB amplitude.
In this Letter, we report on directly measured non-resonant losses of fusion protons and tritons in high performance experiments with hybrid plasmas. The fishbones were observed to trigger sawtooth-like reconnection events and neoclassical tearing modes (NTM), the latter substantially reducing the plasma performance.
JET is equipped well for the studies of confined and escaped fast ions [14] . The lost ion measurements are carried out with a scintillator probe [15] , which is called "fast ion loss detector", or FILD. FILD is located about 28 cm below the mid-plane of the torus, just outside the plasma and provides information on the lost ion pitch angle, =cos A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 4 FB period, 7.877s -7.893s, is indistinguishable from the one shown in figure 3b . One can see that the losses related to the FB instability are localised along the red dot line, which is a separatrix between trapped and circulating orbits in the phase space. This indicates that the fishbone perturbation causes losses by pushing core-localised fusion products with confined passing orbits to a space phase area corresponding to the unconfined trapped orbits.
The FILD data analysis shows that in the FB period the fusion tritons and proton prompt losses are localised at the pitch-angle θ ~ 55 0 and the gyro-radius RG ~11 cm that is related to a maximal signal.
The gyro-radius distribution associated with the energy distribution has roughly the same shape as distributions before and after this period (although the total losses are higher); for tritons, the maximum of the losses is at Et ~1 MeV, for protons at Ep~3 MeV. However, the pitch-angle distribution of the prompt losses during the fishbone is slightly shifted relative to the FB-free distributions, from θ ~ 57 An n=1 ideal internal kink mode was found with the MISHKA-1 code [17] for a JET equilibrium reconstruction obtained with EFIT [18] . The HAGIS [19] code was used to compute the fusion product drift orbits assuming the EFIT equilibrium, and the drift orbit changes were computed assuming the MISHKA-1 solution (full details of these calculations will be the subject of a following publication). The largest losses are predicted for particles near the boundary between trapped and counter passing lost orbits. The results are shown in figure 5 , where ZR=Rmag denotes the Z particle location in the upper midplane where it crosses R=Rmag. This is used in place of the canonical momentum Pφ. The three constants of motion used in the plots are Z (canonical momentum), Λ (magnetic moment) and energy E. The plots are at fixed E corresponding to the birth energy ignoring thermal spread. One can see that the lack of particles at the parameter Λ=1 (Λ ≡ μmB(Rmag)/E = B(Rmag)[1-cos 2 θ]/B) related to on-axis trapped orbits of H-and D-beam ions accelerated by ICRH is consistent with the footprint in Figure 3b . Figure 6 gives an illustration of the orbit types, where the greatest prompt fusion product losses are predicted to occur. The counter travelling fusion product orbits near the trapped/passing/lost triple-point cross the internal kink mode. So, the fishbone is producing a radial convection of these non-resonant fusion products into loss regions.
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It is important to emphasise that the D-D neutron rate was not affected by the n=1 MHD activity related to the fishbones although Te(0) drops ~5%, which looks like sawteeth. However, this Te drop is not so fast (~ 3-5 ms) as in a typical sawteeth (< 1 ms). In figure 7 one can see that the normalised neutron rate follows the continuous losses related to prompt losses of fusion products and there are no evident drops of the rate during the loss spikes. So, despite the fishbones being driven by a resonant interaction with NBI ions, they do not appear to affect significantly the D-beam ion confinement, since no changes in the neutron rate are apparent. Also, it is likely some loss of H-minority ions that cannot be clearly identified with FILD is responsible for the relatively gradual drop in Te.
The FP loss signals related to PMT #6, #10 and #14, whose fields of view areas are shown in figure 3b as white rectangles are roughly proportional to the FB oscillation amplitude ( figure 8 ).
However, a comparison with the MeV H-ion loss findings obtained by authors in [13] , in particular the quadratic increase with the FB amplitude, is not possible in this case; an accurate dependence of the FP loss vs the FB amplitude cannot be determined because most of the magnetic signals were saturated.
One can see that the highest loss signals were recorded with PMT #10 and #14 and they are relevant to the prompt triton/protons losses. The measured losses are coherent to m=1/ n=1 FB oscillations that can be clearly seen by comparing magnetic and FILD-PMT spectrograms shown in figure 9 . This is yet further evidence of observation of fusion products loss induced by fishbones in the JET deuterium hybrid plasma.
The experimental observation and modelling of the non-resonant losses of fusion products caused by low-frequency fishbones are confirming the loss mechanism proposed in ref. 12 . This effect could be important for fusion alpha-particles in burning plasma scenarios with fishbones e.g. hybrids.
Figure captions 
A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 7 Figure 6 . HAGIS calculation of perturbed orbits due to the assumed ideal internal kink mode. The orbits are chosen to correspond to those found near the mode-induced loss region of phase space given in Figure 9 , with the same colouring classification. The background shows the structure of the internal kink mode electrostatic potential. Figure 7 . Fishbones lead to Te drops in the plasma centre like sawteeth; neutron rate normalised to FILD losses during fishbone-free period is not affected by fishbones. Figure 8 . The first fishbone in the discharge (see Figure 7) : loss signals recorded with PMT #6, #10 and #14 (see Fig.3b ) drop at the same time as the fishbone amplitude. 
